
Year 2  

Nouns: Session 3 

 

 

The proper noun Alphabet race  

Set a timer to 10 minutes.  

Starting from A-Z, Can you give a proper noun and a common noun.  

 

 

 

A is for Archie, an ambitious ant.  

B is for Bertie, a beautiful bear.  

C is for Claire, a cunning cat.  

D is for Dan, a dangerous dragon. 

E is for Eva a elegant elephant.  

 

 

 

Swapping  

The nouns have been swapped and they need sorting out.  

Look at the text below and swap the nouns so that the sentences make 

sense.  

 

Hives are famous for making bees. They live in honey and spend most of 

their pollen in the flowers flying round looking for summer that contain time. 

 

Wind can be dispersed by the seeds. Some rivers can float so they can be 

dispersed down the seeds. Many animals also use seeds to carry animal’s 

around. These seeds may have handy hooks which attach to an seeds fur.  
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A is for Archie, an ambitious ant.  

B is for Bertie, a beautiful bear.  

C is for Claire, a cunning cat.  

D is for Dan, a dangerous dragon. 

E is for Eva a elegant elephant.  

 

 

Swapping  

The nouns have been swapped and they need sorting out.  

Look at the text below and swap the nouns so that the sentences make 

sense.  

 

Bees are famous for making honey. They live in hives and spend most of 

their time in the summer flying round looking for flowers that contain pollen. 

 

Seeds can be dispersed by the wind. Some seeds can float so they can be 

dispersed down the river. Many seeds also use animals to carry seeds 

around. These seeds may have handy hooks which attach to an animal’s 

fur.  

 

 


